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Training Opportunity in Asset-Based Community Development

Purpose: Invitation to join The Wellspring Foundation for a free two-day introduction to Asset-Based 
Community Development (ABCD) with international experts Cormac Russell and Brian Nugent.
Dates:  August 6th and 7th, 2012
Location:  The Wellspring Foundation offices and training centre at Nyarutarama

The Wellspring Foundation would like to invite representatives from the Rwanda Education NGO Coordination 
Platform (RENCP) to join us for an exciting two-day introduction to Asset Based Community Development. 
ABCD is a proven approach for empowering communities to drive their own development and build local  
capacity and sustainability. Originally pioneered by John McKnight and Jody Kretzmann at Northwestern  
University (Chicago), ABCD helps communities identify what they already have by using their assets as the  
starting point for their own development. It enhances local leadership capacity, strengthens community  
connections, and builds trust.   
The Wellspring Foundation is seeking to utilize the ABCD approach as a tool for fostering vibrant school  
communities.  We would love to provide the opportunity for our partners in the education sector to benefit  
from this empowering training opportunity.    
ABCD experts Cormac Russell & Brian Nugent from Nurture Development Africa (nurturedevelopment.ie) 
will lead the workshop.  The two days will be dedicated to training participants in the theory and practice of 
Asset Based Community Development and its relationship to school/community partnership.  More details are 
included in the attached document: ABCD Schools Training Program.  

Who should come? Relevant leaders and policy experts from RENCP partner organizations.  There is room 
for up to three representatives per agency.   
How to register? Please register online by no later than Tuesday, July 31st. E-mail RENCP web coordinator 
Stephane Nyembo [ stephane@thewellspringfoundation.org or (+250) 78 877 4336 ] to RSVP.  
Please include the names of proposed participants and your organization when sending your RSVP by email. 
The Cost? As the event sponsor, The Wellspring Foundation is privileged to cover the cost of this training for 
our education sector partners.  Lunch, Tea Breaks, and Resource Materials will be provided.

Training Opportunity

RSVP Now!
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About Cormac Russell
Cormac Russell is Managing Director of Nurture Development and a faculty member of the ABCD Institute at 
Northwestern University (Chicago).  Mr. Russell has trained communities, agencies, NGOs, and governments in 
ABCD and other strengths based approaches.  He uses skills and processes including World Café, Appreciative 
Inquiry and Open Space Technology alongside strength based thinking to support those with whom he works to 
move towards inclusive, actionable change.

About Brian Nugent
Brian Nugent has over three decades of experience in the development and management fields, having worked  
in Kenya, Uganda, Sudan, Ethiopia, Tanzania, Sierra Leone, Rwanda, Jordan, Yemen, Thailand, Cambodia,  
Vietnam and other locations. This experience has led him to seriously review the way in which aid and services 
have traditionally been delivered to the community sector. Brian is an approved facilitator for the Investment in 
Excellence Programme of The Pacific Institute. 

About The Wellspring Foundation
The Wellspring Foundation’s mission is to develop schools and empower Rwandan teachers. Our vision is to  
establish the kind of education that will produce creative, principled, and capable leaders to serve within all  
sectors of society.
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